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JDL LAUNCHES “DAUGHTERS OF SUBSTANCE” SERVICE
New Opportunity To Hear What God Is Saying To His People.
Covington, Georgia (May 23, 2017)‐ On Friday, July 7, 2017, Ministries of Substance will
host “Daughters of Substance”, a women’s gathering from 7:00 pm to 10:00 pm at
Hampton Inn Covington, 14460 Lochridge Blvd, Covington, GA., 30014. The Speaker will
be Dr. Althea Winifred, CEO of the Ministries of Substance, will facilitate the gathering
of fellowship, and be the presenter of the Word of God.
Ministries of Substance was established by God in the beginning and revelation was
enlightened July 1996. Dr. Althea’s mandate is to make ready and prepare a people unto
the Lord and help women to be P.E.A.R.Ls ~ Prepared, Encouraged, Authentic, Resilient,
and Loyal and being like our God in pouring out Love no matter what life put before us.
“Prophetic Night, called Substance of a Woman (S.O.W) will be in assisting women to see
and know that her Substance is within. We want women to DO Substance (things that
will make them be equipped, edified and empowered) to bring blessing to themselves
and help the next generations of Daughters of Substance” said Dr. Althea.
We believe in being transparent, becoming empowered, totally authentic, Christ‐like
individuals fitted for the Kingʹs ‐ our Fatherʹs use. We firmly know that we are Women
of Royalty ‐ we know that pearls come from being within a shell. Through the rubbing
and pushing of the oyster within the shell a small grain of sandy makes a precious pearl.
Life is the shell! You are the Pearl! Experiences is the oyster! You can decide to be one
valuable pearls and join Women of Royalty and become the chain that cannot be broken
because we pearls are formed, created, spoken and birth to bring forth all power,
dominion and glory for God.
To learn more about Dr. Winifred, or call (770) 568‐1626 come out and be a part of an
excited night in the Spirit of the Jesus which is prophecy, please e‐mail us
daughtersofsubstancegmail.com or visit www.daughtersofsubstance.org
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